Unlock your teams’
productivity potential
and multiply your
development power
with Microsoft Power Platform and Sogeti

Microsoft Power Platform and Sogeti

Low code leader
Power Platform is more than a low-code development solution. It’s a
full employee productivity platform for building hybrid workplaces,
automating activities and delivering new customer experiences.
Centralized IT teams struggle to deliver at
the speed required by today’s fast-moving
marketplaces – a problem compounded by the
global shortage of professional developers.
With Power Platform, they don’t have to.

The result is massively increased productivity
across every business unit – not just IT.
The business case is clear. But scaling Power
Platform requires safeguarding and support, to
prevent the system creating hidden risks for you
and your customers.
That’s where Sogeti can help.

Microsoft
Productivity Apps

Employees outside IT are given self-service tools
to build, test and deploy intuitive business apps
at speed, including using advanced AI and Robotic
Process Automation (RPA) technologies.

IT teams are freed up to focus on delivering digital
transformation projects.

Microsoft
Power Platform

Power BI
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Empower everyone to
make informed,
data-driven decisions

Power Apps
Build custom apps
to turn ideas into
solutions

Common Data Service (CDS)
Integrate data from multiple sources
to work seamlessly and extend MS
Dynamics functionality

Power Automate
Boost business productivity by
automating everyday
processes

Connectors
300+ custom connectors to third-party
on-prem and cloud services

Power Virtual Agents
Build chatbots to engage with
customers and employees —
no coding required

AI Builder
Predict outcomes to improve
business performance
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How do Power Apps drive value?
Innovation

Engagement

Efficiency

Modernization

Apply AI and IoT to
business problems
and processes

Build and test new B2B
and B2C portals and
app experiences for
customers

Build departmental and
employee-focused apps

Replace Lotus Notes
and 4GL apps

Manage workflows and
cases, and compliance
and quality, online

Replace Microsoft
Access and Excel-based
processes

Implement Robotic
Process Automation for
everyday tasks

Support bespoke and
core system extensions

Prototype new
processes and
experiences, at speed
Build new products
and channels

What do different teams use Power Apps for?
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Finance

HR

Ops

Sales

Mobile apps for staff to
submit expenses to HR
account systems

Employee onboarding
apps with policies,
contacts and forms

Mobile-hosted client
onboarding apps for
sales in the field

Reporting dashboards
pulling financial data
from across organization

360° appraisal systems
with custom workflows
and connectivity to
HR systems

Attendance
management apps for
staff to check
into offices
KYC systems to speed
up verification processes

Business card scanners
with OCR, for automatic
uploading to
CRM systems
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Democratising development
raises risk
Empowering employees to develop apps is a great opportunity – but it
also introduces new risks. Good governance is essential.
Shadow IT is a fast-growing problem for
all enterprises and one multiplied by low
code systems.
Power Platform uses the data stored inside your
Microsoft, third-party and bespoke systems –
including for customer-facing apps.
Organizations must set clear limits and ensure full
visibility over their employees’ use of this data,
given the financial and reputational risks that come
with failed data privacy and security. Under
the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR),
companies face fines of €20m or 4% of their
turnover for customer data breaches – whichever
is greater.
System complexity is another factor for
consideration. Employees of global enterprises
may build thousands of apps using Power
Platform. Tracking and managing this activity
requires effective administrative controls. Forcing
employees to navigate poorly-managed Power
Platform environments can limit their productivity
– not boost it.

Effective governance is also essential to ensure
organizations drive maximum ROI from their
Power Platform license. Teams that are unaware
of the value of the system will be disinclined to
build it into their working habits. Building the
business case for Power Platform, selling it into
business units and training staff to develop their
own Power Apps is therefore essential to scale the
system successfully.

€20m or
4% of
turnover
The maximum fine for business
data breaches, under GDPR

25%
of organizations are concerned about
security issues caused by
low code systems*

28%
of organizations are concerned about
scaling their low code systems*

* Outsystems: ‘The State of Application Development.
View Report
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How can Sogeti help?
Sogeti helps to set your system foundations, and scale and safeguard
Power Platform across your organization.
This way, we maximize your teams’ ability to drive value Power Platform while derisking development
activity on the system. Staff are empowered to build their first apps, while your management and IT teams
remain in control and aware of system usage at all times.
Sogeti offers expert development and training support, and our unique Power Boost library of reusable
Power Platform components as part of a structured, five-step scale-up program. This program includes:
y Interactive group sessions to
showcase the value of Power
Platform for collaboration, and to
foster Power Platform champions.
These include App in a Day
workshops that offer practical,
comprehensive, Power Platform
training for IT and management
teams over a single day.
y Onboarding and training programs
for business units, focused on
building Power App prototypes.
These include hackathons to

empower teams to solve real-life
challenges, with our support.
y Engineer-led App in a Week
programs support staff to build and
deploy no-code apps across every
platform, including AI functionality
to automate tasks. Our Low
Code Thinkubator supports the
development of enterprise-grade
Power Apps.
y System Setup Support sets the
foundations for scaling Power
Platform across your organization.

This includes setting your
environment strategy, mapping
maker & champion workflows,
setting data loss-prevention
policies, and implementing audit
log alerts, admin roles, dashboards,
connector controls, component
libraries and more.
y App Factory Support helps
to estimate the complexity of
app automation, manage the
migration of legacy systems, choose
connectors and components, and
deliver templates and accelerators.

Having supported you to implement effective systems governance and scale Power
Platform across your business units, we’ll remain on hand to provide expert training,
governance and development support.

Number of Power Apps developed by employees

1.
Introduction
Presentation
Seminar

2.
Knowledge
sharing
App in a day

3.
Showcase

4.
Set-up

5.
Scale-up

App in a week
Hackathon
Thinkubator

Foundation
App Factory
Boost Library

Legacy
Automation
Platform
Development

Consultancy & Training from Sogeti experts
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Building Power Platform capacity with
support from Sogeti developers & assets
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Trusted worldwide
We’ve helped enterprises across the globe to scale and
safeguard Power Platform, and drive employee productvity.

Rabobank’s 40,000+ employees
had built an unknown, uncontrolled
number of apps in Power Platform.
Rabobank sought to embed self-service
Power BI, Power Apps and Power
Automate tools across teams, to enable
new integrations, monitor usage and
enable system troubleshooting.
We implemented Rabobank’s global
Power Platform Center of Excellence
to ensure end-to-end compliance,
monitoring and management of Power
Platform within the bank – which has
since become the bank’s official preferred
internal development platform.

Our client- an established name in financial
services in North America, had already
implemented a range of low code/no-code
systems worldwide in its +3,000 staff and
across 27 offices.
With no low code strategy or systems
governance, the organization was at risk
of creating an unmanageable systems
environment, and unable to realize the full
value of their Power Platform investment.
Having assessed the client’s technology
landscape, we built our clients’ business case
and global strategy for Power Platform.

• Employees built 1,000 Power
Apps in 12 months

Then, we executed it, supporting teams to
scale and govern their use of the system
worldwide, via a mature, outcome-based
working model.

• IT teams built 15 enterprisegrade apps in Power Platform

• 100% visibility over employees’
use of systems

• 55% of employees now
using Power Platform

• +3,000 number of staff
using Power Platform
• 27 offices supported
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Having worked with several suppliers to drive
adoption and manage Office 365 and Power
Platform for their +100,000 employees, our
client – a leading consumer packaged goods
and life sciences company – sought to simplify
their systems governance and planning
with a single Power Platform partner.
Sogeti India and Sogeti France offer a
dedicated Office 365 team to undertake
all the clients’ Power Platform activities,
acting as the business’ preferred
partner for developing, supporting and
maintaining their Office 365 solution.

Our client sought to upgrade their
sales experience for customers while
boosting sales planning insight – part
of the company’s ambition to create a
single, lifetime view of each customer.

Our dedicated team for client includes
an onshore development lead, onshore
solution architect and several offshore
Power Platform developers.

Capgemini – Sogeti’s sister company –
worked with client to design, develop
and deploy the clients’ sales tool – a
collection of four Power Apps to track
and support clients’ journey from first
interaction to product installation.

• +26,000 staff with access
to Power Platform

• 30 minutes required to train
employees to use new app

• +700 Power Apps created by employees

• 90% employee adoption
rate within five months

• 40 enterprise-grade apps
developed for client
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Our client – a leading consumer goods
retailer – was held back by their manual,
inconsistent in-store processes and systems
for managing product sales. Feedback
indicated that customers wanted additional
support through the buying process.
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Why Sogeti?
Because we’re the team that Microsoft sends their clients to, to help
them understand, implement and drive value from Power Platform.
As one of the first Microsoft Power Assist
Partners worldwide, our teams were the first
to achieve Microsoft’s Low code Development
Advanced Specialist certification. Our teams in
the UK and India are 100% certified in Power
Platform, and we work with Microsoft every
day to guide development of the system.
Our Power Platform assets, insight and
support put you in complete control of your
Power Platform implementation – helping
you to embed scale employee development
practices at speed, while offering a safety
net for security and compliance.
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Only Sogeti offers a unique set of prebuilt assets to accelerate your Power
Platform implementation, in the form
of our Power Boost Library.
As part of a global group of companies,
you can be sure that we’re ready to support
any element of your Power Apps journey,
at any scale – from ideation to consulting,
development, delivery and beyond.
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What’s included in our Power Boost Library, to help
teams to scale up and secure Power Platform?
Reusable app components enable employees to build apps
quickly, using consistent design elements and latest Power
Platform features leveraging AI and Robotic Process Automation.
Quick-start apps can be used to train employees
to build apps using SQL, Microsoft’s Common
Data Service, Sharepoint and more.
Pre-built reports track system activity,
identify areas for optimization, and map
data flows inside and outside system.
Best practice support automates employee
onboarding onto Power Platform, and compliance
systems deliver insights into employee system usage.
Custom connectors to Microsoft, thirdparty and bespoke systems, facilitate
reporting, audit-logging and more.

Realize your peoples’
potential and multiply
your development power.
Let Sogeti scale and safeguard Power Platform
across your organisation – so you can drive
employee productivity and accelerate your
digital transformation, simultaneously.
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About Sogeti
Part of the Capgemini Group, Sogeti operates in more than 100 locations globally. Working
closely with clients and partners to take full advantage of the opportunities of technology,
Sogeti combines agility and speed of implementation to tailor innovative future-focused
solutions in Digital Assurance and Testing, Cloud and Cybersecurity, all fueled by AI and
automation. With its hands-on ‘value in the making’ approach and passion for technology,
Sogeti helps organizations implement their digital journeys at speed.
Capgemini is a global leader in partnering with companies to transform and manage
their business by harnessing the power of technology. The Group is guided everyday
by its purpose of unleashing human energy through technology for an inclusive
and sustainable future. It is a responsible and diverse organization of over 325,000
team members more than 50 countries. With its strong 55-year heritage and deep
industry expertise, Capgemini is trusted by its clients to address the entire breadth
of their business needs, from strategy and design to operations, fueled by the
fast evolving and innovative world of cloud, data, AI, connectivity, software, digital
engineering and platforms. The Group reported in 2021 global revenues of €18 billion.
Get The Future You Want | www.capgemini.com
Visit us at

www.sogeti.com
Find out more
Interested in learning more about our Microsoft Power Platform offer?
Check out Sogeti’s Power Platform services website or contact us.
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